
KNOW YOUR CAMERA 

course content 

1. different types of cameras. 

2. various accessories - lens, filter, hood, battery, memory card, tripod, camera bag, shoulder 

strap. 

3. how to hold a camera. 

4. how to store camera, accessories and tips during storage. 

5. how to clean camera and accessories. 

6. what is resolution and its relation to print size?  

7. what is composition? 

8. what is exposure? 

9. what is shutter speed? 

10. what is aperture? 

11. what is ISO? 

12. some tips to get background blur. 

13. what is white balance? 

14. what are histograms? 

15. what is dynamic range? 

16. what are the different types of metering? 

17. what are autofocus points? 

18. what are the different focus modes? 

19. what are the different bracketing modes? 

20. what are the different shooting modes? 

21. the aperture priority button. 

22. the shutter priority button. 

23. the manual control button. 

24. the automatic control button. 

25. other preset buttons. 

26. short cut button on camera. 

27. what is exif data? 

28. breaking the rules of composition. 

29. what are the different types of photography? 

30. what are the types of gear required for the above? 

31. knowing the various accessories- lens, filters, hoods, battery, memory card, tripod, camera bags. 

32. what are the anti-blur technologies? 

33. knowing the image stabilisation  and other buttons on lenses. 

34. what are the points to consider while selecting a model before buying a camera? 

35. camera sensor type, cmos(complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) and ccd(charge-coupled 

device) 

36. camera type- full frame(FX) and crop sensor(DX), crop factor, sensor size in fx-36mm, dx-24mm. 



37. what are the points to consider while selecting lenses and accessories? 

38. what is an internal motor of the camera? 

39. what is the role of resolution vis a vis print size? 

40. editing in photoshop camera raw. 

41. how to protect the camera in use, from climatic conditions like moisture, dust? 

42. dslr vs mirrorless cameras. 

 

 

 


